The suffix tree of a string, the fundamental data structure in the area of combinatorial pattern matching, has many elegant applications. In this paper, we present a novel, simple sequential algorithm for the construction of suffix trees. We are also able to parallelize our algorithm so that we settle the main open problem in the construction of suffix trees: we give a Las Vegas CRCW PRAM algorithm that constructs the suffix tree of a binary string of length n in O(log n) time and O(n) work with high probability. In contrast, the previously known work-optimal algorithms, while deterministic, take Ω(log 2 n) time. We also give a work-optimal randomized comparison-based algorithm to convert any string over an unbounded alphabet to an equivalent string over a binary alphabet. As a result, we obtain the first work-optimal algorithm for suffix tree construction under the unbounded alphabet assumption.
Introduction
Given a string s of length n, the suffix tree T s of s is the compacted trie of all the suffixes of s. For many reasons, this is the fundamental data structure in combinatorial pattern matching. It has a compact O(n) space representation which has several elegant uses [Apo84] . Furthermore, Weiner [Wei73] , who introduced this powerful data structure, showed that T s can be constructed in O(n) time. This sequential construction and its analysis are nontrivial. Considerable effort has been put into producing simplified O(n) time suffix tree constructions, however, to date, though innovative, all such algorithms are variants of one another and continue to rely on the classical approaches of Weiner [Wei73] and McCreight [McC76] . Efficient parallel construction of suffix trees has also proven to be a challenge. In fact, a classical open problem in stringology is to design a fast, work-optimal parallel algorithm for constructing this data structure. While some recent progress has been made in designing work-optimal algorithms (at the expense of the running time), in this paper, we settle the following open problem: our main result is a novel simplified suffix tree contruction which when parallelized yields an O(log n) time, O(n) space and O(n) work Las Vegas type suffix tree construction algorithm. We believe that our algorithm, which departs completely from the Weiner/McCreight approach, is interesting in both its sequential and parallel versions.
In what follows, we will explain our results in more detail before giving a technical overview of our algorithms.
Our Results.
Given the versatility of suffix trees, it is not surprising that they have been extensively studied. Since Weiner presented his classical construction, many simplified constructions have been developed [CS85, McC76] . Sequential construction of suffix trees continues to be an active area of research [DK95, Kos94] .
All these algorithm are inherently sequential since they scan the string in monotonic order, updating the partial data structure as each symbol is scanned. In [AIL + 88] , it is shown how to build a suffix tree in O(log n) time and O(n log n) work. This algorithm is not optimal; moreover, it uses polynomial space. 1 Designing work-optimal algorithms for this problem remained a challenge. Recent results have shown that one can achieve work optimality at the expense of the running time. In [SV94] , a work optimal O(log 2 n) time algorithm was presented using polynomial space. In [Har94] a different work-optimal algorithm is presented which uses linear space; this algorithm takes O(log 4 n) time 2 . In this paper, we settle the following double challenge: our main result is a novel suffix tree algorithm whose sequential version is quite simple and whose (considerably non-trivial) parallelization yields an O(log n) time and O(n) work parallel algorithm for suffix tree construction that uses O(n) space. Our algorithm is randomized of the Las Vegas type.
An additional issue of string processing interest is that of alphabet dependence. String processing algorithms that work under the unbounded alphabet assumption access the string using only order comparisons. Sequential suffix tree construction algorithms that work under this model take Θ(n log σ) time if the number of distinct symbols in s is σ; in contrast, the best known parallel algorithms in this model do Θ(n log n) work and are therefore sub-optimal. In this paper, we give a simple randomized work/time optimal reduction from the case when alphabet set is unbounded to the case when it is binary. Our reduction works in the ordered-comparison model. Consequently we derive the first known work-optimal algorithms for suffix tree construction under the unbounded alphabet assumption. Our reduction above can be used with any of the work optimal algorithms of [SV94, Har94] for binary strings, however using it with our algorithm in this paper gives the fastest work optimal suffix tree construction algorithm under the unbounded alphabet assumption.
Technical Overview.
Suffix tree construction for binary strings. Let s ∈ {0, 1} * . Then, the suffix tree of s is the compacted trie 3 of all the suffixes of s$ where $ = 0, 1. At a high level, our algorithm works as follows. First we recursively determine the odd tree, T o , which is the compacted trie of all the suffixes beginning at the odd positions. From the odd tree, we then derive the even tree, T e , the compacted trie of all the suffixes at the even positions. Finally, we merge T o and T e to obtain the suffix tree of s. The technical crux of this approach in both sequential and parallel setting lies in merging the trees.
The approach of constructing the suffix tree by merging the odd and even trees, one of which is recursively constructed, is not new. It was used in a modified form in [SV94] to obtain an O(log 2 n) time work-optimal suffix tree construction. There too merging two partial suffix trees (such as T o and T e ) formed the technical crux. There the authors developed a novel symmetry-breaking naming scheme to solve that problem; however their algorithm for merging the two trees takes Ω(n log * n) work 4 . That was sufficient for them to obtain an work optimal algorithm for suffix tree construction (taking O(log 2 n) time) by relying on the Four Russian's technique of constructing certain exhaustive tables for "short" strings.
In this paper, we directly solve the problem of merging the two partial suffix trees T o and T e by using several structural properties of these trees which we identify and prove here. Our algorithm for this takes O(log n) time and O(n) work and is therefore work-optimal. Using this algorithm as such to construct suffix trees in parallel we can get an algorithm that takes O(log n log log n) time and O(n) work. Note that this is already the fastest work-optimal algorithm known for this problem. However to get our main result, which is a O(log n) time work-optimal algorithm for this problem, we use additional ideas which are explained in detail in Section 3. We merely note that in order to achieve this result we had to reüse the structural properties of the partial trees we identified to design an algorithm for merging them in only O( log n log log n ) time (rather than the O(log n) time quoted above), again in O(n) work, provided the Euler tours of the two trees are given.
Finally, as a curiosity, we mention that our parallel algorithm makes use of a number of tools that have been developed in the parallel algorithms community recently -see the list of lemmas in Section A. However, our sequential algorithm does not need these tools and is very simple.
3 A compacted trie differs from a trie in that degree 2 paths are replaced by edges labeled by the appropriate substring.
4 log * n = min{i| log (i) n ≤ 2}.
Suffix tree construction for strings over unbounded alphabet. A standard approach to cope with the strings drawn from an unbounded alphabet is to map the distinct symbols of the string to a small alphabet and then use the suffix tree construction algorithm that works for strings over small alphabet. We can thus formalize the following renaming problem. Given an array of size n with σ distinct elements, map distinct elements in the array to range 1 · · · σ in the (ordered) comparison model; here σ is unknown at the beginning. Renaming is a generic reduction from string problems over unbounded alphabet to those over (integer) alphabet 1 · · · σ. Sequentially renaming can be done optimally using a balanced binary tree such as a 2-3 tree. Known parallel algorithms for 2-3 trees [PVW83] , however, do not give optimal parallel bounds for renaming. The best known algorithms for renaming use parallel sorting and therefore take O(n log n) work and O(log n) time. In this paper, we present the first known simultaneously time and work-optimal algorithm for renaming. Our algorithm is randomized and of Las Vegas type; it takes O(log σ) expected time and O(n log σ) expected work.
Our algorithm is obtained by random sampling reminiscent of randomized parallel sorting algorithms [Rei81] . Since σ is unknown and we seek an algorithm with time dependent on only σ, considerable technical difficulties arise in our setting which we overcome.
Map. We describe the sequential version of our algorithm in Section 2. We describe our parallel suffix tree construction in Section 3. We have only sketched the details in most of the steps, and the reader is refered to the appendices for these.
The Sequential Algorithm
We will use one basic tool: KR naming (Lemma A.1). With this tool, we can check the equality of any two substrings in constant time. Now our algorithm has three main steps:
To construct the odd tree T o recursively, we make the following observation. Consider a string s generated from s in which
where f is the randomized fingerprint function of Lemma A.1. Let T be the suffix tree of s . Then, T o is closely related to T . The difference is the following. Consider any two odd suffixes. The least common ancestor (lca) of their corresponding leaves in T o gives their longest common prefix, while the lca of their corresponding leaves in T is the longest common prefix of even length. Therefore, T o can be derived from T by local patching in linear time. Since |s | = |s|/2, this recursive procedure does not increase the complexity of our algorithm.
Compute T e : To construct the even tree T e , we note that every even suffix is a single character followed by an odd suffix. From T o , we know the longest common prefix of any two odd suffixes, so we also now know the longest common prefix of any two even suffixes. To construct a tree, we only need to know an in-order traversal of the leaves and the relative depth for the lca of adjacent leaves. The latter we know already, and we can get the in-order traversal of the leaves by a stable integer sorting of the in-order leaves of T o using the character preceding an odd suffix as its sort key, once again, in linear time.
Merging T o and T e : Merging T o and T e will give the suffix tree of s, so this step is the heart of the algorithm. We will merge the two trees by a coupled DFS, so at each recursive step, we will be merging a subtree of T o with one from T e . For purposes of illustration, we will consider subtrees rooted at edges as well as those rooted at nodes. Thus, we must describe what our algorithm does when merging pairs rooted at node/node, node/edge and edge/edge. Since we start by merging at the roots of both trees, we start with a node/node pair.
Node/Node: Suppose we are merging v o and v e . The only relevant information is the first character on the edges leading to their children. For any children c i of v o and c j of v e which begin with the same character, merge their subtrees via an Edge/Edge merge. Any child whose edge begins with a unique character is not merged. Its subtree is simply included in the final tree unchanged.
Node/Edge: Suppose we are merging node v and edge e, and that the first character on e is c. If v does not have an edge to a child which begins in c, then root e's subtree at v. Otherwise, let d be the child of v whose edge starts with a c. Merge the edge to d with e and root the resulting tree at v. Leave all other subtrees below v unchanged.
Edge/Edge: In both of the above cases, we recursively merge two trees rooted at edges. Let e o and e e be the edges we are merging. We have two cases. First, suppose the string of one edge is a proper prefix of the string of the other edge. WLOG, we will assume e o is a prefix of e e . We can check this in constant time via fingerprints. Then we add a node b in e e after |e o | characters. Now, let d be the node at the bottom of e o . We know that we can proceed by merging b and d, as above.
The other case is much more interesting. The edges e o and e e share a common prefix but neither is a prefix of the other. We cannot afford to find out how long the common prefix is for these two edges, since it would take Ω(log n) to do so by direct methods, and there could be Ω(n) such pairs of edges to merge. Instead of directly determining this longest string, we will introduce a refinement node into e o and e e which will act as a place-holder. The placement of the refinement nodes within the edge pair gives us enough information to complete the structural merging of the even and odd trees. After placing the refinement node, we have bottomed out the recursion.
Refinement: However, we have yet to determine exactly where the edges need to be "broken" to introduce the refinement node; in other words, the refinement nodes can be thought of as sliding nodes whose exact placement we defer until after merging the trees.
Consider some refinement node r. By construction, it has out-degree 2, and one of its descendant trees, t o comes from the odd tree, while the other, t e , comes from the even tree. Let l i be an arbitrary leaf in t o and l j be an arbitrary leaf in t e , where, for any k, l k represents the kth suffix of s. We can restate the problem of placing the refinement node within the edge pair as that of determining the longest common prefix of l i and l j . Now, we can conclude that the length of r (which is all we are after) is 1 more than the length of lca(l i+1 , l j+1 ) = v. But we may not know the length of v if v is itself a refinement node. So we see that |r| = 1 + |v|, and conclude that we have a dependency tree (more generally, a forest) between the length of various nodes in the tree. We define d(r) = v where r and v are as above. The length of r depends on its depth in the tree defined by d(·). Finally, we determine, by DFS on the d tree, the depth of all refinement nodes in their trees and thus deduce their lengths.
The above coupled-DFS merging procedure, along with the final DFS refinement procedure take O(n) time, thus completing our construction. The output of this algorithm is correct with high probability. In Appendix D, we show an algorithm that checks the correctness of the output in O(log n) time and O(n) work on a PRAM, and hence is sufficient to check the output of this algorithm, as well as the following parallel algorithm.
The Parallel Algorithm
The parallel algorithm has the same three basic steps as the sequential algorithm in Section 2. However, we now have the added constraint that we want an O(log n) time and O(n) work algorithm. The sequential algorithm naturally decomposes into log n recursive phases, and each phase seems to take Ω(log n) time, since basically any tree manipulation has list ranking as bottle-neck. In addition, we will need a radically different approach to merging the two trees since a DFS based approach is not well suited to parallelization.
Given this scheme, we make the following three contributions. 1. We provide a work-optimal algorithm for merging the odd and even trees. This step is the crux of our technical contribution and it relies on several structural properties of the odd and even suffix trees that we isolate and prove (See Section 3.1). Our algorithm works in O(log n) time w.h.p. Combined with a straightforward O(log n) time algorithm for deriving the even tree from the odd tree, this gives a work-optimal O(log 2 n) time suffix tree algorithm. Note that this already provides an alternate algorithm matching the running time of the fastest known optimal algorithm for the suffix tree construction problem [SV94] , while taking only linear space.
Consider the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1 There exists an algorithm to compute the suffix tree of a string of length n in O(log n) time, O(n log n) work w.h.p. and O(n log 2 n) space.
Proof: The algorithm in [AIL + 88] uses a bulletin board which can be replaced by the constant time hashing scheme of Lemma A.3.
We may now bottom out the recursion after O(log log n) levels. We use this lemma to derive a O(log n log log n) time suffix tree construction algorithm, while still preserving the linear work and space. We note that this "bottoming out" cannot be done in the known work-optimal constructions of either [Har94] or [SV94] to speed up their algorithms. 3. Each step of our recursion takes Θ(log n) time. This is not surprising since we perform several tree manipulation operations at each stage, each of which relies on computing Euler tours. Computing the Euler tour in turn has the well-known bottleneck of list ranking, which takes Θ(log n) time as noted above. We overcome this bottleneck in our algorithm by introducing the key idea of maintaining the Euler tour (rather than the tree itself) through the levels of recursion. This, on the one hand, implies that Euler tours need not be computed at each level and therefore the Θ(log n) bottleneck is averted. On the other hand, maintaining Euler tours and manipulating them give rise to new problems, which can be illustrated as follows. Suppose we have a tree and its Euler tour and we wish to reörder the children at each node (as we are required to do in our algorithm). In a tree representation, such a rearrangement is a purely local computation at the nodes. In the Euler tour, however, such a change involves global reörganization. We demonstrate how to perform this reörganization as well as the other tasks at each level in O(log n/ log log n) time with optimal work. This in turn gives our main result, namely:
n) work. Procedure Unname can be implemented in O(log n/ log log n) time and O(n) work w.h.p. if s is drawn from an alphabet of size O(polylog n) and in O(log n/ log log n) time and O(n log log n) work w.h.p. if it is drawn from an alphabet of size O(poly n); in both cases, the space is linear.
By recursing for only 2 log log n levels, we get:
Lemma 3.4 All calls to procedure Unname over all recursive levels take O(log n) time and O(n) work w.h.p. and use O(n) space.
Proof: Note that at every recursive level s is at most half the length of s. Also, if the alphabet size of s is σ, then the alphabet size of s is at most σ 2 . At each stage, we hash the tuples of s to ensure that in fact the alphabet is in the range 1 . . . σ 2 . For the first log log log n levels, the alphabet size of the strings remains polylogarithmic and therefore, by Lemma 3.3, the work performed during this step is linear. At this stage, the string under consideration is of length at most O(n/ log log n). Therefore, we can afford to use the suboptimal large alphabet version of the procedure Unname up to 2 log log n levels while still performing only linear work. Note that our alphabet never grows bigger than n.
Compute T e : The sequential version is easy to parallelize. We need only be careful about parallel stable integer sorting.
Lemma 3.5 Procedure Odd-Even can be implemented in O(log n/ log log n) time and O(n) work w.h.p. if s is drawn from an alphabet of size O(polylog n) and in O(log n/ log log n) time and O(n log log n) work w.h.p. if it is drawn from an alphabet of size O(poly n); in both cases, the space is linear. All calls to procedure Odd-Even over all recursive levels take O(log n) time and O(n) work w.h.p. and use O(n) space.
Merging T o and T e : We change the focus of our algorithm from the sequential version. In the sequential algorithm, we considered merging subtrees rooted at nodes or edges. In the parallel version, we will consider the set of strings which can be obtained by tracing down from the root from a trie. We can partition this set into node strings, which are strings that end at nodes, and edge strings, which are strings that end between two nodes. Our parallel algorithm will rely on finding strings which are shared by both tries and then performing the actual structural merging.
The node string/edge string bipartition means that strings shared by the two tries come in three flavors: node-node, node-edge, and edge-edge. As it turns out, common strings of the node-node flavor are easy to find, and node-edge strings require only a little more work. As in the sequential case, the true challenge is to find common strings of the edge-edge flavor. We will end up once again with refinement nodes, but will need to avoid computing the depth in the d tree, since this would take O(log n) time. We will present an algorithm for refinement node computation which takes only O(α(n)) time 5 while still performing O(n) work (For details, see Section 3.1).
Summarizing the discussion above, we need three procedures: Node-Node, Node-Edge and Edge-Edge. In addition, we need a procedure to generate the merged tree once we have found common strings. We call this last procedure Merge-Paths and use these four together to implement Merge-Trees. See Section 3.1.
Lemma 3.6 Procedure Merge-Trees can be implemented in O(log n/ log log n) time and O(n) work w.h.p. if s is drawn from an alphabet of size O(polylog n) and in O(log n/ log log n) time and O(n log log n) work w.h.p. if it is drawn from an alphabet of size O(poly n); in both cases, the space is linear. All calls to procedure Merge-Trees over all recursive levels take O(log n) time and O(n) work w.h.p. and use O(n) space.
From the preceding sequence of lemmas, we can conclude Theorem 3.2. In what follows, we will describe one of the important procedures, namely that for tree merging.
Tree Merging
Recall that procedure Merge-Tree is implemented by first finding common strings represented by the odd and even trees (using procedures Node-Node, Node-Edge, and Edge-Edge) and finally building the merged tree around this core of common strings (using procedure MergePaths). Note that any prefix of a common string is also a common string, thus, to represent all common strings, it suffices to determine common strings which are maximal. In the discussion that follows, such maximal strings will be referred to as explicit strings and their prefixes will be referred to as implicit. Procedure Merge-Tree relies on the following analysis of strings common to both trees.
The simplest of common strings is a Node-Node string. Define an anchor pair to be a pair (u, v), u ∈ V(T o ), v ∈ V(T e ) such that their strings are the same; each such node is called an anchor.
Property 1 For any two anchor pairs (u 1 , v 1 ) and (u 2 , v 2 ), (lca(u 1 , u 2 ), lca(v 1 , v 2 )) is also an anchor pair.
Consider any node in one of the trees which has an anchor descendant. Clearly the string that corresponds to this node is represented in the other tree as well. Therefore, the set of all anchor pairs implicitly defines all such common strings. So in searching for Node-Edge strings, we need only consider nodes with no anchor descendants.
Let a side tree be a maximal component such that no node in the side tree is an anchor node or has an anchor descendant. Define a side tree pair to be a pair of side trees such that the parents of their roots form an anchor pair, and the first character on the edge for the anchor pair to the roots is the same. Node-Edge strings which occur in side trees must occur in a side tree pair. Within a side tree pair, define a node to be active if its string is a Node-Edge string, that is, if it occurs in an edge of the paired side tree. It can be easily shown that the least common ancestor of two active nodes is an anchor unless one is an ancestor of the other. Since there are no anchors in a side tree, this implies the following property.
Property 2 Active nodes within a single side tree are linearly ordered; in fact, they form a path from the root of the side tree.
Fix a side tree pair and consider all its active nodes. Let u be the active node with the longest string in either of the trees. Let vw be the edge in the other tree such that the string of v is a prefix of the string of u which is a prefix of the string of w. Suppose we insert a node u into the edge vw such that the string of u equals the string of u. We will call such a pair (u, u ) a pseudo-anchor pair and call each node a pseudo-anchor. Observe that once we have created a pseudo-anchor pair, it implicitly represents all Node-Edge strings in its side tree pair.
It remains to consider Edge-Edge strings. In fact, we need only consider those which are not implicitly represented by anchors or pseudo-anchors. These Edge-Edge strings occur within edge pairs that have the following property: either the edge pairs come off pseudo-anchor pairs, or they are the edges connecting the roots of a side tree pair to their anchor pair parents, in the case where there are no active nodes in that side tree pair. Recall that the side tree pairs were limited to hang off of anchor nodes; the stated property for edge pairs gives a similarly useful restriction to the location of relevant Edge-Edge pairs.
Finally, we must find the longest shared Edge-Edge string within an edge pair, since such a string implicitly represents all Edge-Edge strings within an edge pair. As before, we will introduce a refinement node into each edge. The placement of the refinement nodes within the edge pair gives us enough information to complete the structural merging of the even and odd trees, and as before, we finish merging the trees before resolving the lengths of the strings at refinement nodes. Just as in the sequential algorithm, we can define and construct d(r) for any refinement node r, and as before, the length of r depends on its depth in the tree defined by d(·). It would appear that such a depth computation takes O(log n) time by tree contraction. We circumvent this by the following observation. Define a refinement node r to be deep if d(r) is a refinement node; otherwise, it is shallow.
Property 3 If deep node r has leaf descendant l i , then the refinement node ancestor of l i+1 is d(r).
Thus, finding the depth of r in the d(·) tree is reduced to finding the smallest j > i such that the refinement node ancestor of l j is shallow. The linear ordering of the suffixes allows us to find such a j for all i in o(log n) time with optimal work. See procedure Refine in the implementation details below.
Implementation Details. To implement Merge-Tree we need only implement procedures Node-Node, Node-Edge, Edge-Edge, Merge-Paths, and Refine.
• Node-Node: We hash the fingerprints of the node strings in one tree and look up the fingerprints of the node strings of the other tree. This gives the Node-Node strings. Time: O(log * n).
• Node-Edge: Since the active nodes are linearly ordered, searching for the pseudo-anchor is reminiscent of finding the leftmost 1 in a 0/1 array. The tree structure adds complications which we overcome by random sampling of the leaves. Time: O(1).
• Edge-Edge: Once we have found the pseudo-anchors, inserting the refinement nodes is trivial. Time: O(1).
• Merge-Paths: We resort to techniques which we use to implement Unname and which will be outlined in Appendix B. The crucial lemma is Lemma B.1. This step requires integer sorting and thus is both the time and work bottleneck (Lemma A.2).
• Refine: We easily compute the d pointers and have each refinement node determine if it is shallow or deep. Each leaf l i determines if it has a shallow ancestor, and if so, marks A[i] = 1 in some work array A. All other positions of A get marked with 0. Now an all-nearest-ones (Lemma A.5) computation gives the depth of each refinement node in the d tree. Time: O(α(n)).
Taken together we achieve the bounds stated in Lemma 3.6. Proofs of the properties mentioned in this section as well as technical details of the implementation are omitted here.
Unbounded Alphabet Suffix Tree Construction
As mentioned earlier, we solve the renaming problem which is a generic reduction from strings over unbounded alphabet to binary strings. Specifically, we will show the following result. Given an array A of size n consisting of σ ≤ n elements from an ordered universe, we provide a randomized algorithm Rename which outputs a sorted array containing only the distinct elements of A; this algorithm takes O(log σ) time and O(n log σ) work w.h.p. An n character string can then be represented as an n log σ bit string, and the suffix tree construction algorithm for binary strings can then be applied; we omit the details for accomplishing this.
The renaming problem can be recast into a broader setting by viewing it as a form of inputsensitive sorting. In regular sorting each element is assigned its overall rank while in input-sensitive sorting, each element is assigned its rank from amongst the distinct elements. This difference is crucial since the former problem has a lower bound of Ω(log n/ log log n) time even when σ = 2 [BH87] ; in contrast, our algorithm for renaming takes O(1) time for any constant σ.
In the sequential comparison model, renaming takes O(n log σ) time, even though σ is unknown. In the PRAM model, not knowing σ implies that no more than O(n) processors can be allocated for a problem instance of size n, and a lower bound of Ω(log σ) on the running time for any workoptimal algorithm for this problem follows. Thus the algorithm we present here is in fact both time and work optimal for the renaming problem. Now we present a sketch of our algorithm. Lemma 3.7 Given an array A of size √ n with k distinct elements, we can Rename A in O(log k) time and O(n log k) work.
Lemma 3.8 Given an array A of size n, a sample S in which each element from A is chosen independently and randomly with probability p, with K being the set of distinct elements from S, let k = |K| and let A − K be the compacted array in which all elements from K are removed from array A. Then, A − K is of size O(
If we choose a (quadratically) small sample from our input array, we can rename it within our target time bounds using Lemma 3.7. As a byproduct of such a procedure, we can get a lower bound on k, the number of distinct elements. Further, if we find that this lower bound is large (say Ω(n 1/4 )), then we can sort the array directly, via Cole's Mergesort [Col86] , and determine the output by directly computing the rank of the distinct elements via prefix sums. Otherwise, the lower bound is small and since we prove in Lemma 3.8 that almost all elements of the input array are represented in our sample, we can recurse on the (proportionally) smaller surviving set by eliminating those represented in the sample from further consideration. We will show that we terminate after only a constant number of rounds of this procedure. Full details are in the Appendix E. Note finally that we are always compacting polynomially small subsets of array A, so this can be done in O(1) time w.h.p. and linear work by Lemma A.4.
Discussion
In this paper, we settle a long standing open problem in stringology by giving a log time, linear work suffix tree construction algorithm. Just as importantly, we have given an algorithm with a very simple sequential version, one which differs considerably from the amortization based algorithm known heretofore. We leave as an open problem to give a linear work logarithmic time deterministic algorithm for this problem.
Although several sequential uses of suffix trees are known, optimal parallel algorithms for these applications of suffix trees are open. Only recently optimal use of suffix trees was developed for some applications, namely in dictionary matching and compression [FM95] . Using our suffix tree construction algorithms to feed the applications in [FM95] gives the fastest work optimal algorithms for the problems there. But optimal parallel usability of suffix trees for other applications remains to be explored. characters in T o . Say T o is derived from T by substituting the appropriate tuple of characters for the first symbol on each edge of T . Then we may note that the edges descending from each node of T o need not differ in the first character, so T o is not a well formed trie. For example, suppose that node v in T has descendant edges whose first character are α and β. Now, to derive T o , we substitute for α and β their respective character tuples, which, for the sake of illustration, we take to be aa and ab. Now note that v in T o has two children whose edges are labeled with an a, thus violating the definition of a trie. In a pointer tree, we can just hash all edges by p, c pair, where p is the parent and c the first character on the edge in T o . All collisions in the hashing represent new nodes that must be introduced to group a set of edges. The pointers can then be reset in constant time, and the only bottleneck is hashing.
However, as noted above, we cannot afford to work in the pointer representation since other operations in this representation take O(log n) time. We instead sketch a method for unnaming in the Euler tour representation which performs within the bounds promised in Lemma 3.3.
The main difficulty in manipulating Euler tours can be seen as follows. Consider relabeling the edges in T to get T o as mentioned earlier. Clearly, the children of each node which share the first symbol along the edge to each of them get grouped together. Therefore, the Euler tours of the subtrees under the children in a group occur together in T o . However, the task is much harder than merely removing portions of T corresponding to the subtrees under the nodes in each group, and putting them together. This is because for the subtree under a given node in a group, such a rearrangement of Euler tours needs to be performed at each node within the subtree. Thus T o is actually an appropriate rearrangement of the Euler tours of the children of T .
We rely on the following simple lemma to construct the desired Euler tour T o .
Lemma B.1 If, for each node v in a tree T we know d v and l v , where d v is the number of descendant leaves of v and l v is the number of leaves which are visited before v in a preörder traversal of T , then we can build the Euler tour of T work-optimally in O(log n/ log log n) time and linear space.
Proof: Each node v with parent p will fill in two pieces of information in the Euler tour: it will write down a v before in an array such that it comes before the Euler tour of the subtree rooted at v, and it will write a p just after the subtour of v is complete. It is easy to see that such a tour is a correct Euler tour of T . But v can estimate the locations where it must write by d v and l v by noting that an Euler tour of an m leaf tree is of size no more than 4m. So, node v writes a v in position 4l v + 1 and writes a p in position 4d v + 4l v + 1. To finish the computation, the resulting tour, which may have gaps, is compacted into a contiguous array.
Therefore, to compute T o , we need to get d v and l v for each node in T o . Very briefly, we can compute d v for all nodes in T . Then, we sort the nodes in T o according to p, c , as before. We can now add up the d v 's for all nodes with the same parent p and initial character c. This gives the l v for all "new" nodes which we must introduce into T o . Now, we must compute the l v . But if each node computes how may leaves there are to the left of it amongst its sibling, and such a value is called ll v , say, by prefix sums, then the l v value of each node is the sum of the ll values for the path from the root to v.
Note that all the operations are prefix sums except for the integer sorting of the p, c . In fact, the sorting is the bottleneck, but we resort to Lemma A.2 to obtain the desired overall bounds.
C Odd to Even
Let Σ e denote all those symbols in s which appear at even positions. Given a set I of odd indices in s, the skeleton tree for I is the compacted trie of the i-suffixes where i ∈ I. Given a ∈ Σ e , a-class comprises all indices 2i in s, for integral i > 0, such that s[2i − 1] = a.
Notice that the tree T e is a root node with an a-child for each distinct symbol a ∈ Σ e . At the a-child, the skeleton tree for the a-class hangs. Therefore, the Euler tour T e is derived from the Euler tours of each of the skeleton trees. In what follows, we describe how to generate the Euler tours for the skeleton tree for a-class, contiguously, in left-to-right increasing order of a ∈ Σ in array E.
We sort the leaves into a-classes by assigning each leaf l i the tuple ≺ a, L where L is its location in T o , and i is in the a-class. Within each a-class, consider two consecutive leaves l i and l j . Let v be their lca. We note that the lca algorithm of [BBG + 89] actually returns the occurrence of v in the Euler tour T o which comes between l i and l j . If we compute lca's of all adjacent leaves, we get all nodes in the skeleton tree for the a-class. In fact, we get all nodes in the Euler tour of the skeleton tree except the first and last occurrence of each internal node. Finally we note that the first and last occurrence of any node in T o is in the same relative order as in the a-class. Now the algorithm consists of sorting leaves by a-class, computing the lca's of adjacent leaves and having each internal node find its first and last occurrence in T o . Finally, we sort all leaves and the internal nodes according to the tuple of their a-class along with their index from T o . The bottleneck in this procedure is integer sorting. We achieve the bounds claimed in Lemma 3.5 by applying Lemma A.2.
D Checking the tree
We are given a suffix tree whose correctness we want to determine. Each node in a suffix tree represents a string, and, when the context is clear, we will refer to a node and its string interchangeably. Recall that we denote the ith suffix as l i . Suppose that aα is a node in the tree, where a is a character and α is a string. Then, it is easily shown that α is also a node in the tree. Set sl(aα) = α to be the suffix link of aα. Note that sl(l i ) = l i+1 . The function sl can be easily computed by hashing the fingerprints of the nodes. For each edge xy let substr(xy) be the suffix of y of length |y| − |x|. The function substr can be computed directly from x and y.
Lemma D.1 The input tree is correct if and only if the following hold:
• If y is a child of x, then sl(y) is a descendant of sl(x) and x and y begin with the same character.
• For each internal node x with children c 1 , . . . , c k , then each of substr(xc i ) begins with a different character.
• If r is the root, then |r| = 0. If y is a child of x, then |y| > |x|.
• For each node x, |sl(x)| = |x| − 1.
Proof: Consider 2 suffixes of the given strings; let x and y be the leaves representing them. Let z be their LCA. Let u be the longest common prefix of the two suffixes. Suppose for a contradiction that |str(z)| = |u|. Let z i (resp. x i , y i ) be the nodes suffix of z (resp x, y) of length i. There are two cases.
It follows that w.h.p. no interval has Ω(log n/p) elements. That proves the lemma.
Lemma E.3 DistinctSort performs only O(1) recursive rounds.
Proof: We will simply unravel the first few rounds of recursion and determine the sizes of various arrays. Let the subscript i denote the ith round of recursion with any parameter in the algorithm. For the top level, i = 1; thus m 1 = 1 and µ 1 = 1 √ n log n . Since |E 1 | < n 1/4 for round 2 to begin, we have m 2 = O( n 1/4 log n µ 1 ) = O(n 3/4 log 2 n) by applying Lemma E.2. Then µ 2 = Ω( 1 n 1/4 log 2 n ) and m 3 = O(n 1/2 log 3 n) if round 3 commences. Continuing similarly, µ 3 = Ω(1/ log 3 n) and m 4 = O(n 1/4 log 4 n) if round 4 commences. But m 4 = O(n 1/4 log 4 n) ≤ n 1/2 for sufficiently large n. Thus the recursion cannot proceed beyond that round (that is, round 4) in Step 1. That proves the lemma. Now we can complete the argument to conclude Theorem E.4 DistinctSort takes O(log σ) time and O(n log σ) work on an arbitrary CRCW PRAM w.h.p.
Finally as remarked earlier, the renaming problem can be solved in O(log σ) time and O(n log σ) work once DistinctSort is performed. This proves our result.
